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Recently an inconceivable situation arose in
the form of a dangerous gene of corona virus
and led to an outbreak, It's COVID-19
outbreak. The total mass of this
microorganism is less than 1 gram in the whole
planet but the impact it created globally is no
less than a nightmare. The outbreak was so
rapidly spreading that within a short span
whole world was being forced to adopt a
whole new lifestyle which is considered as the
New Normal.
The government is working upon the
resources needed for the treatments. People
are running campaigns to fight against Corona
such as health and hygiene campaigns and
many others. The last few weeks we all have
spent days into comfy clothes, doing work
from home, busy with household chores,
studying online, connecting with people
digitally.
This outbreak has critical impact on the global
economy in various sectors, including the
Education Sector. In this Issue of GSIMR
Times, we have tried to bring to you impact of
Covid-19 and Lockdown on various sectors
which we as an Educational Institute will be
impacted by. So, let us fight together against it,
as precautions are must and it is the only way
out
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WILL InDOrE KILL – COVID 19 ?
Dr Sangeeta Jain, Dr. Neha Modi

Today with the advent of covid-19 pandemic, world is facing difficult times, and India is none other
than this, though Indian Government has taken appropriate and adequate steps to cope up with this
calamity, yet citizens have to make themselves aware of all the safety and precaution that they have to
take forward.
Indore, the cleanest city has turned out to be a
major centre of the disease, therefore taking
moral responsibly Dr.Jain and Dr.Modi,
professors of GSIMR (Govindram Seksaria
Institute of Management and Research Indore)
did a survey in Indore with a self structured
questionnaire with about 322 people in the
month of April 2020. With the basic objective
of knowing the current knowledge, attitudes,
and practices adopted by population for this
disease and their perception for government
measures and its impact on life style.are must
and it is the only way out

Primary objective for survey is to check the
awareness level amongst people. We found
that most of the people were able to recognize,
the spread factors and major symptoms
together with, which is the most infected organ
and changing weather has no impact on it.
They also realized that the disease is curable

Indian Government has learnt lessons from
other countries and announced early
Lockdown. People welcomed and appreciated
Government decision, but also felt financial
turbulence.

During lockdown much of behavioral
fluctuations were found in people, they were
having negative thoughts, mental weakness,
but on the positive note they started engaging
in various activities with family, as household
help was not available .Their expenditure
pattern too changed.

Thanks To Police
& Doctors
Common findings other than structured
It was observed that proper precautions can
survey are:
prevent spreading of disease, therefore we
 Although Government has given financial
examined safety measures adopted by people.
support packages for poor, but due to
It was found that wearing mask, maintaining
extended lockdown, they should provide
support to all the levels of society.
safe distance, washing hands on regular

People
are happy from the support
interval can prevent spread of disease. Strong
provided by society in form of donation
immune system is key to fight against Covid and food packet, Mask distribution etc
19 together with Meditation, Exercise, and
 People are happy helping their neighbors,
Yoga. People are conscious about when to
needy or diseased and their family
members.
consult Doctor
Survey was done online in mid of April during lockdown, therefore it was limited to only educated
class. It is suggested that advice should be given to less educated people about seriousness and precautions to be taken in this Pandemic.

pEDAGOGICAL shIFt In LEArnInG

By Dr. Rashmi Badjatya Rawat

COVID-19 is bringing about a whole set of
new challenges in every possible realm; higher
education being just one. Teachers, Students,
Parents and Authorities, all have to go through
a changeover in the way education will be
imparted. Off course any technology cannot
replace classroom teaching and a teacher, but
Covid-19 may have been the catalysis for a
change that has been long pending. Perhaps,
the world may never go back to what it was
pre-pandemic, but we can count on it to adapt
to the future, irrespective of what it contains:
A change in the Purpose of Education: Not
just degrees, but students will require skills
like resilience, adaptability, collaboration,
communication, empathy, creativity and
emotional intelligence to cope up with the new
situation that might arise in businesses after
this Pandemic.

Technology-enabled teaching: A shift from
offline to online mode will be now
encouraged. However, ed-tech models pose a
huge scalability challenge given the limited
Internet penetration. Hence, a blend of
traditional and online methods of teachinglearning could emerge as the more feasible and
scalable model.
Roles of parents and teachers will be
merged: Now that learning takes place in
personal spaces, most likely in students'
homes, family members become active agents
in the teaching and learning process.
Shift in learning evaluations – from final
exams to formative assessments: Formative
assessments like project demonstrations,
challenge games, and traditional book reports
are now more desirable means of gauging a
student's learning progress.
While the government continues to guess how
the Education and Higher Education
ministries will take on education's new
normal, we must always fall back on the
fundamental purpose of education: When a
person is educated, he or she becomes a better
person. Education's aim is to produce
intellectually, physically, emotionally and
spiritually balanced and harmonious
individuals who will then contribute to the
harmony and betterment of the family, society
and the nation at large.

Results

We are proudly announcing the results of both the semesters, and are pleased that
as always our students have done exceptionally well in all the domains:
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o[Vm : B© a H$m daXmZ
[r`yf Jm¡a (E_µ n]µ Eµ - 2 g{_ )

''o[Vm'' oOVZm ghO `{ eãX h¡, BgH$m{ YmaU
H$aZ{ dmbm ì`oÎm CVZm hr '' odamQ>''&
gM H$hy§.... o[Vm B© a H$m daXmZ h¡ &&
d¡g{ Vm{ g§gma _| Hw$N> ^r [yU© Zht, [a o[Vm dm{
eo»g`V h¡ Om{ oH$ g§[yU© h¡ &
gM H$hy§.... o[Vm B© a H$m daXmZ h¡ &&
_m§ H$r __Vm H$r N>m`m _| ]{eH$ gwHy$Z h¡,
[a ^yb _V, o[Vm H$m gm`m OrdZ H$r ß`mg H$m{
V¥á H$aVm [odÌ erVb Ob h¡&
gM H$hy§.... o[Vm B© a H$m daXmZ h¡ &&
AàXoe©V AZ§V à{_ Am¡a Ë`mJ g{ ^am `{ AgmYmaU e»g,
A[Z{ ] m| H{$ g[Zm| H$m{ g§dmaZ{ H{$ obE hr VmC_« OrVm h¡ &
gmYmaU _V g_P BÝh| ·`m|oH$....
o[Vm B© a H$m daXmZ h¡ &&
ewoH«$`m$ à^w Am[ H{$ ê$[ _|$ o[Vm h_ma{ gmW h¡§,
àmW©Zm h¡ _{ar BÝh| H$^r
WH$Z{ _V X|Zm ·`m|oH$ ga [a _{a{ BZH$m hr hmW h¡&
gM H$hy§... ^JdmZ ZmamO Zm hm{Zm o[Vm
B© a H$m daXmZ Zht B© a H$m AdVma h¡ &&

pEOpLE FIrst : thE nEW nOrMAL

COrOnA VIrus:
An unprEDICtED tEAChEr
nd

Khushboo Khare, MBA 2 semester

Dr.Dheeraj Tiwari

The biggest aftermath of the onset of the
Pandemic, Covid-19 has been the complete
transformation of the workplace. In the
changed scenario, where workplace has
shifted to home (WFH) on mass level, the
companies have started thinking radically
about traditional work arrangements. The tech
experts have been on the forefront to resolve
wide-ranging WFH issues to make digital
transformation possible successfully. The
quick collaboration by remote companies has
brought a plethora of opportunities for giving
momentum to workplace transformation and
digitally-equipped surroundings. With people
collaborating across the globe, set in remote
areas, it is imperative for business houses to
consider developing best practices with
expandability across all distant areas. This
involves accepting peculiarities of
procurement formalities, sanctioning virtual
on-boarding and off-boarding of employees,
repurposing of devices and exploring novel
abilities to hold up distant working for
enhanced and better collaboration.
People-First' as prime concern
Business houses will have to develop a new
perspective towards WFH in the present
scenario.

Many policies need to be reframed keeping
people and employees in mind instead of
focusing on the business. First of all we have to
equip our workforce and train them according
to the future needs. As per the new normal, i.e.
having far off work environments,
organizations would have to continuously
prepare their employees through various
online trainings like MOOC training, AI
learning courses, etc.

We all know the significance of a teacher in one's life,
the one who teaches us multi-dimensional aspects of
life. Also a teacher plays differentiated roles in all his
disciples' nature and behaviour. But can we believe
that year 2019-20 has endowed us with a teacher who
is intangible. It's causing damage to human life on
earth, creating havoc like conditions, but also letting
us live in the safest shield that almighty has provided:
our home.
While we were at home we discovered many things,
which were lost in the exigencies of work and life, for
instance we were never been so aware of the fact that
our parents are the greatest caretaker given by the
God. Nobody cares of our well being as much as they
do. Our mother, who makes the house, a home; is

Apart from these training and learning
sessions, the companies can also indulge in
certain other technology driven initiatives for
providing assistance with healthcare support
(doctor on call, fitness sessions), stress
management (counseling and meditation) and
social connections (virtual tea/coffee
meets).The present scenario provides an
opportunity to the IT industry to do more
research and think of newer ways to cater to
the future needs.

never relaxed, our mothers are also running a small
institution which is an excellent example of
management principles. The kitchen is the most
experimented place of our house where delicious
dishes are made and failed. It's worth knowing that
rice requires a little quantity of water to cook, roti
needs to be cooked from both sides equally, cake
doesn't becomes fluffy on the high temperature of the
oven; it actually burns. It was not known to us that
siblings are not only made for fights, they are meant to
be good friends and helpers. The person in the house
to whom we call 'you can't do anything' is having so
much of hidden talent to be explored. Father, who
earns for us, becomes a chef sometimes, and
sometimes host of the chilling session of the family.
The terrace of the house is the most visited and
playable place during our home stay. We all are
missing our friends, lovers and colleagues; and
sensing they are significant part of our life.
The tough time is now becoming the most awaited
one, which we all wanted when we were not at home
or busy in our earlier work engaged life; we all were
unaware of the little joys that are always within us and
around us. This is the opportunity to understand and
come closer to the family at home and to the friends by
living far away from them. By just staying in home we
all had learnt 'Do Not Spend, But Live Life'.
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